
COVID FAQS

WHAT IS LONE MOUNTAIN DOING FOR CLEANING AND SANITIZING?
Lone Mountain has a very detailed protocol in place to do our part in minimizing COVID-19. All mats, toys, and
other class items are cleaned multiple times a day. Common areas such as locker rooms, doors, chairs and other
high-touch surfaces are also sanitized multiple times a day. Our facility, as always, is cleaned nightly. Hand
sanitizing stations are located throughout the facilities. Participants are required to wash hands before starting
class (hand sanitizing is an acceptable alternative.) 

HOW DOES LONE MOUNTAIN ADDRESS SOCIAL DISTANCING?
Our spotting and instruction of children will recognize social distancing as much as possible. Social distancing will
NEVER be prioritized over a child’s safety in any setting. Our staff will be working hard to constantly balance social
distancing, safety and a positive, fun experience. Here's how we're implementing additional steps to address social
distancing in some specific areas at Lone Mountain, in compliance with Montana's Phase 2 Directive and State
Mandates.

Participants/athletes are assigned to groups and remain in these groups, as much as feasibly possible
throughout each class. Groups may be assigned for any number of reasons including skill level, age, height, etc.
This approach allows us to minimize contact among a larger group of individuals while safely and effectively
providing instruction. 
Instructors will wear face masks while coaching including when they have to work very closely with a student,
for example in the case of an injury. They will not wear a mask in circumstances that require loud group
instruction such as safety rules or circuit instruction. In these instances, the coaches will have distance from
participants. If an instructor has a medical reason, if their activity reaches a level of exertion that becomes
unsafe or they deem their ability to safely spot, monitor or attend to a participant/athlete becomes impeded,
they will not wear a mask. 
Athletes and participants are not required to wear masks. Due to activity levels and the nature of movement
through space, and on/around equipment it is not safe for them to do so. 

Swim lanes will be used more frequently.
Viewing chairs on the deck are spaced which means fewer viewing spots are available.
Due to the temperature and humidity in the pool room, mask use is not required. Social distancing while
observing a lesson must be maintained. 

Based on age and the nature of activity in our active learning preschool, students will not wear masks. 
Instructors will wear masks in the classroom and in accordance with the guidelines listed under GYMNASTICS /
DANCE / NINJA above.

Only 1 adult is allowed to accompany students/athletes into the building. 
Please do not enter Lone Mountain more than 10 minutes before your class or camp starts.
Please be mindful of social distancing in our lobby and common spaces. Viewing areas will be smaller and
restricted to help maintain social distancing. Lone Mountain reserves the right to designate viewing areas as
full or closed. 
Markers on the floor may be in place to promote social distancing.
Coaches/instructors may be less available for discussion before or after camps/classes. This is in place to
minimize contact and allow them time to complete all necessary cleaning. If you have questions, please call
our office to connect with a Program Manager.

GYMNASTICS / DANCE / NINJA

SWIMMING

PRESCHOOL

COMMON AREAS

WE ARE COMMITTED TO KEEPING LONE MOUNTAIN A SAFE
PLACE FOR KIDS, FAMILIES AND EMPLOYEES!

CAN MY CHILD WEAR A FACE MASK/FACE COVERING DURING CLASS?
There are few circumstances in which face coverings can be safely and effectively worn while participating at Lone
Mountain. The nature of several of our programs require awareness of traveling through space and over and
around equipment, making mask or face covering use unsafe. All programs also, at some point, include rigorous
physical activity making it uncomfortable and unsafe to wear a face covering. For these reasons, face coverings are
not permitted in classes. Coverings can and should be worn when entering and exiting the building before and
after class. Lone Mountain will not be responsible for inconsistencies in wearing, lost masks or replacement of
masks. For safety and sanitary purposes, any lost/left behind masks will be thrown away.



Lone Mountain's Illness and Cancellation Policies remain in effect. Some modifications have
been implemented as a result of COVID-19. Please read carefully regarding any updates
specific to COVID-19. While Lone Mountain is taking great precautions, the risk of exposure
to COVID-19 remains. Participation will be at your own risk.

Do you have a persistent cough?
Have you had a fever in the last 24 hrs?
Do you have a sore throat?
Do you have chills, body aches &/or new loss of taste or smell?

They have tested positive for COVID-19
They are showing any symptoms
They have been in contact with someone who has tested positive
Have been told to quarantine for any reason
Are awaiting test results

Prior to coming to class, please assess your child's health carefully and adhere to Lone Mountain's Illness Policy.

If your child is ill or experiencing symptoms of being sick, we ask that they stay home and not participate until they
are feeling better. If your child has flu-like symptoms, fever, diarrhea or vomiting, they will not be able to participate
in class. They should be free of these symptoms for 24 hours before participating in class. Lone Mountain does our
part in keeping germ-spreading to a minimum and we ask for your help!

Students should NOT attend if:

Participants should report any symptoms to an instructor immediately. Per Health Department guidelines, Lone
Mountain may recommend you obtain a test for COVID-19. Lone Mountain reserves the right to remove a
participant from class if symptoms are suspected. A refund will not be provided.
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ILLNESS POLICY

WHAT HAPPENS IF  MY CHILD GETS SICK OR
THERE IS  A CASE OF COVID-19 IN CLASS?

If a child or staff member presents symptoms during class, they will be asked to leave. If it is not safe for them to do
so immediately, they will be provided a safe space to isolate away from the group. Per Health Department
guidelines, Lone Mountain may recommend you obtain a test for COVID-19.

If your child reports symptoms prior to class, they should not attend class. Please follow the Illness Policy and
updated protocols listed above.

If a positive case of COVID-19 is identified, Lone Mountain will follow all requirements for reporting participant
information to the Gallatin County Health Department. Children who have participated in the same group as the
positive case will be contacted by the Health Department and/or Lone Mountain. Individuals may return to class
when the Health Department and/or a health professional has notified Lone Mountain it is safe for them to do so. 

Lone Mountain will not release personal information related to a case including student or family name, group of
participation, etc. that may lead to personal identification of the individual. You will be contacted by the Health
Department if the case directly impacts you due to exposure. 

WILL CLASSES/PROGRAMS BE CANCELLED IF  THERE IS  A CASE OF COVID?
According to the Health Department, the requirements to cancel a class vary depending on the circumstances.
Lone Mountain will work directly with the Health Department and provide as much notice as possible of a
cancellation. Lone Mountain will not cancel classes or provide refunds for cancellations due to third-party exposure.
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Lone Mountain's Illness and Cancellation Policies remain in effect. Some modifications have
been implemented as a result of COVID-19. Please read carefully regarding any updates
specific to COVID-19. While Lone Mountain is taking great precautions, the risk of exposure
to COVID-19 remains. Participation will be at your own risk.

CANCELLATION POLICY

SCHOOL-YEAR CANCELLATION POLICY
To drop your child from a class, please contact the office. Notice of your intent to drop is required at least 24-hours
before your next scheduled class. Tuition is pro-rated and refunded for any remaining classes in the month, as of
the date of notice. Credits or refunds will not be given for failure to notify. Not attending class does not serve as
notification of dropping. Late payment or failure to pay may also result in your child being dropped from class.

WHAT IF  I  WANT TO CANCEL DUE TO EMERGENCY OR COVID RELATED MATTER?
Our regular School-Year cancelation policy applies.

If it becomes necessary to cancel a class, camp or program to keep everyone safe, Lone Mountain will provide as
much notice as possible. If Lone Mountain cancels an upcoming camp/class/program due to COVID-19, you will
receive a credit on your account or refund for the cancelled class. 

WHAT HAPPENS IF  LONE MOUNTAIN CANCELS A CLASS/PROGRAM?

If your child or family member living in your household is diagnosed with COVID-19, you will likely be required to
quarantine or isolate for 10-14 days. If this causes you to miss an upcoming class, you can choose to 1) use a make-
up for the missed class, 2) drop the class and sign up again when it is safe and advised by health a professional
and/or Health Department to do so OR 3) continue to pay to maintain your spot in the class. Lone Mountain may
request a doctor's note or evidence of medical clearance to attend. 

WHAT IF  MY CHILD OR FAMILY MEMBER IS  DIAGNOSED WITH COVID-19?

Please contact us with questions at
406.587.1180

admin@lonemountain.biz


